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C R S C MEETING MINUTES
July 19, 2015

THE HEADLINES
Summary of Key Issues and Actions from the July Meeting
What You Need To KNOW

What You Need to DO
Off the Wall: Bowling event August
13th at the Summit, located at 4455
N Fairgrounds Ave in Windsor,
starting at 7pm.
Primary Purpose group is hiking up
the Horse tooth trail on August 22nd
starting at 10am
Pikes Peak: August 8 the Area is
having a miniature golf event
Hike and guided meditation August
22 at Garden of the Gods

EVENTS:

Serenity Unlimited: Standing On
Higher Ground 21, August 7-9, in
Cedaredge
Southern: CRCNA event “Parking it
in Recovery” at the Pueblo City Park
is August 16
Regional PI:
State Fair August 28 - September 7
PROPOSALS: CRRMCO will retain $300 of income
generated from campout as an increase of seed money for
future events.
ELECTIONS:

I

OPENING ITEMS
The meeting started at 10:05 am.
Birthdays were recognized: Mike P. – 8yrs
Roll Call:
RCMs:

Tabled until September Assembly
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Boulder:
B.F.E.:
Mile High:
Mountains West:
Off the Wall:
Pikes Peak:
Serenity Unlimited:
Southern:

Greg G. RCM 1 Present; Olivia S. RCM 2 Present
Both RCM positions OPEN
Brendan C. RCM 1 Present, Brett RCM 2 Absent
Both RCM positions are OPEN
James R. RCM 1 Present; John K. RCM 2 Present
Erin J-E RCM 1 Present; RCM 2 OPEN
Michael H. RCM 1 Absent; Jake RCM 2 Present
Dana W. RCM 1 Present; Karen A. RCM 2 Present

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE:
Chair:
Kyle A. Present
Vice Chair:
Ray L. Present
Secretary:
Anna H. Present
Treasurer:
Tink, Present
RD:
Jayme S. Present
RDA:
Tawni C. Present
CNAC Board:
Chuck C. Absent
CRCNAXXIX:
Chair:
Vice Chair:
Treasurer:

Mike P. Present
Bruce B. Present
Greg G. Present

CRRMCO:
Chair:
Vice Chair:
Treasurer:

Mike H. Present
Leah H. Present
Ty C. Present

SUBCOMMITTEES:
PI:
Patty P. Present
H&I:
Open
PR:
Open
Web Servant:
Pat H. Present
AD-HOC:
No committees
II

AREA RCM REPORTS

BOULDER
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
MILE HIGH:
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
MOUNTAINS WEST
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
OFF THE WALL:
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Greeting from Off the Wall Area. We have an Area hosted bowling event coming up August 13th at the Summit, located at
4455 N Fairgrounds Ave in Windsor, starting at 7pm. Also the Primary Purpose group is hiking up the Horse tooth trail on
August 22nd starting at 10am. We continue H&I efforts in 7 facilities. We are changing all our PI media – phone line
message, bus benches, etc. to reflect new web address – otwna.org. We are looking at possibly changing our phone line
from one phone to be handed off to magic jack that forwards the call to 5 or 6 recovering addicts personal phone. We have
elected Ernie S as our new Area chair, and Ray B as our new Area Vice Chair. We had no ASC in July for the holiday weekend.
There are some questions and concerns we had about the app based on IP# 9 from our area that have been given to the RD.
PIKES PEAK:
There’s not much to report in Pikes Peak. The GSRs are still getting together having a GSF. August 8 the Area is having a
miniature golf event and a hike and guided meditation August 22 at Garden of the Gods. I have brought flyers for the
meditation hike.

SERENITY UNLIMITED :
Serenity Unlimited continues to grow and thrive, thanks to the concerted efforts of many recovering addicts carrying the
message of hope on the Western Slope and in Eastern Utah.
Two weeks ago, some members held a successful garage sale to raise funds to support our upfront costs for Standing On
Higher Ground 21, to be held August 7-9, in Cedaredge. We’re hoping to increase attendance this year, and early indications
suggest this will happen.
On July 25, we’re having a play day and meeting at Highline Lake in Loma put on by our PR/PI/H&I subcommittee in an effort
to raise awareness of the opportunities available for service in those crucial areas of need. It’s a small committee with a large
mission, so they’re hoping to get more addicts involved. We have several addicts cleared for two DOC facilities, and are
currently placing literature in several state, county, and city facilities that potential members frequent. PSAs and other forms
of information are out there as well.
We’ve arranged a place for the September Regional Assembly: it will be held in the basement of Unity Church, 3205 N 12th
Street, Grand Junction, 81506. For those of you familiar with Grand Junction, it’s just below the traffic circle at Horizon Drive
and 12th Street. The rent is $75, and we’re requesting reimbursement for that expense, and the usual disbursement for food
service. Also, you should know that the Colorado Winefest is that weekend and hotels will fill from Palisade to Fruita, so
book soon. I can’t get a block of rooms set aside unless we use a conference room, and those are cost prohibitive because
food service is required.
Our Utah Groups, Archways to Recovery in Moab, and AIR Pride in Monticello & Blanding are continuing to thrive: AIR Pride
Monticello outgrew their meeting space and had to move. That change will be reflected in our online meeting list forthwith.
We have a $50 donation to Region today, as well as a $50 donation for the newcomer fund for WRCNAII.
SOUTHERN:

JULY 19, 2015
Hello to all the members of the regional service committee, RCM’s, GSR’s, and any member of the fellowship reading this
report.
Groups in our area
Common Thread has meetings Mon – Sun at 8pm (average attendance 8) and reports that all is well.
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Peace of Freedom has meetings Tue and Sat 7-8pm, average attendance of 12 and reports that they have seen some growth
recently.
“Addicts in the Attic” meets Thu 7-8pm and Sun 5:30-6:30pm, and a women’s meeting has been started Mon 7-8pm. This
meeting has an average attendance of 5 and reports that all is well.
Southside Survivors has meetings every day at noon and 7:30 with an average attendance of 2.7. Financial obligations are
being met but the group has had to consistently dip into its prudent reserve to pay bills the last few months. Due to financial
problems, some members are currently looking into less expensive places to hold meetings.
Clean and Serene group of Pueblo hasn't started to attend the Southern Area Service Committee.
Literature
The SCANA has continued the effort to create a library of literature to be available for groups that show up wishing to
purchase items to take back to their meetings. Currently, the Area’s literature library is ordering 150% of each order placed
ahead. After some discussion, we decided that a member would be allowed to organize trends for needs and keep the
SCANA literature library in stock according to group needs.
Bishop Castle Campout
Our 4th annual Camp out at Bishop Castle was another Success in my opinion. Kevin F. spoke on Saturday with about 30
people in attendance. There was a good turn out for the whole weekend and we even had some repelling off the 160 foot
tower where the youngest NA member to try it was 2 years old.
CRCNA Fundraiser
The planning for the 2nd annual southern area CRCNA fundraiser “Parking it in Recovery” at the Pueblo City Park is well
under way. After speaking with the fundraising and events committee last region we have reserved the park for august 16th.
If there is any conflict please let me know.
Colorado State Fair Booth
We have made an effort to inform addicts that now is the time to start signing up and have had a lot of interest. We have
filled out a sign up sheet and have been working with patti to get them on the master copy. Also, thank you to patti for
coming down to share information with the southern area. We are looking forward to seeing someone for the PI training.
Positions
-All positions for our Area came open for election. The committee discussed nominations/volunteers. Dana was elected as
RCM, Karen was elected as RCM-2. Dan will continue to do treasury work but the treasurer position remains open for
election. Sage was elected to a second term for secretary. PR and H&I positions remain open for election. Elections will be
discussed again next month.
Treasury Report
Dana was elected as SCANA treasurer in March, relapsed and turned it back over to the area in May. However, SCANA is
supporting itself financially. We have a prudent reserve set aside and funding available to meet our needs and even a little to
put into efforts to carry the message.
Noteworthy
-SCANA has decided to go digital with all of its records. Currently we have organized Area documents, minutes, agendas,
flyers, past events, and schedules on a cloud service. We are currently working on getting all the policies and procedures up
there as well.
-Discussion was brought up about rotating the location of the Area meeting. Holding meetings in other towns in the
Southern Area could allow members from outlying areas to participate more easily. GSRs were encouraged to talk with their
groups about the possibility of hosting an Area meeting.

IV
CHAIR REPORT
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
V

VICE-CHAIR REPORT
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I have not had time to make the changes to the Regional Guidelines, but I have just started the process. I have not been able
to get on the Bank Account as a signer as of yet (we are having real problems with U.S. Bank) I have a plan for making the
guideline changes they will be done by the end of the month of July. As far as the bank issue I will be available to get the
branch and make changes whenever the responsible party requests my presence.
Please update my phone number on the regional list to (720)982-5903. (Just in case it has not been changed) My email of
ray91593@hotmail.com as always is good way to contact me, feel free to reach out for any other information I might be able
to provide.
VI
SECRETARY REPORT
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
VII
OPENING CRSC TREASURER REPORT
Balance is $9,467, Tink not a signer yet, Jayme will have to sign checks
VIII
RD REPORT
Discussion: The planning our future IDP is being reviewed and discussed at Assembly and Zonal. Want 3 hrs. for
presentation, GSR training to start at 9:15. Can RD add something to report with topic bullet points? Has everyone checked
their meeting on the Regional website?
Tawni and I will be headed to Idaho next weekend and will return with information and instructions on presenting “Planning
our Future”. This will be the basis of our workshop at the Assembly in September and our workshop at CRCNA. I think it will
be of primary concern for some up coming issues at WSC in 2016.
The Membership Survey is out.
To fill the survey out online, please go to http://membership2015.questionpro.com. If you want to download the
survey and fill it out offline, please go to http://www.na.org/survey. Translated versions of the survey will be posted
on the website as they become available.
The Traditions Book Review continues.
The deadline for input on Traditions Seven through Ten is 31 August. The deadline for input on Traditions
Eleven, Tradition Twelve, and the conclusion is 30 September.
In regards to the new App being done by NAWS
This is their statement:
At WSC 2012, the conference adopted several revisions to the Fellowship Intellectual Property Trust
that read:
To allow the World Board to bundle, excerpt, and repackage Fellowship Approved literature without
changes to the texts themselves. The World Board will announce these actions not less than 120
days in advance of publication.
To allow the World Board the ability to create and approve enhanced electronic or digital versions of
texts that include supplemental materials or connections to other NA materials. The World Board will
announce such enhancements not less than 120 days in advance of publication.
WB NOTIFICATION:
We have taken a very conservative approach with the trust you afforded us with the adoption of
these motions. We believe that our proposal is a non-controversial way to try this.
We would like to develop an app for IOS and Android titled NA Recovery Companion based on
questions from IP 9, Living the Program. Members will be able to choose whether they want to use
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all of the questions in this IP or some of them. They will also be able to decide whether or not to
share their results. We could also include items like a clean time calculator or link to items on na.org
but none of those ideas have been finalized.
This is an idea that appeals to those of us who love our phones. You can use it to monitor recovery
process on a daily basis and to stay in touch with yourself on a new level.
If you have an objection to this, we would like to hear from you as soon as possible but definitely no
later than 4 September 2015.
FINAL REPLY FROM PAUL (WB) AFTER THESE POINTS WERE POSED AND ZERO DISCUSSION AFTER
THIS BY PARTICIPANTS.
1. The right to do it at all.
I saw clear ascent by the conference to allow the wb to create and approve enhanced electronic and
digital versions of existing literature. This app would be using unaltered previously approved
literature.
2. The wish to review the new app prior to release
The issue of review, though wanted by some, was not part of the motions outcome. It was about
notification. Having said that, I know the wb to always be interested in all concerns of the
fellowship. I also know that beta versions of the app will circulate to some folks to be tested for
functionality and bugs before final release. If an issue is noticed before or after release the app will
be updated accordingly.
3. Security
I cannot be certain of everything related to this specific app but security could be of concern with
any platform/program/app that uses a network. Responses to questions will be stored internally or
shared with others if desired by the device owner. Security may also be an issue to some if an
unwanted person got hold of the portable device and read responses to the questions. As much as
texts/emails and web browsing requires a service provider’s assistance to move the data to and
from a device, this app, like all apps requires the same process. The data is kept local and as such,
secure, unless the user makes a decision to move data through the network. It is my opinion the
security of data on this app would at least rival that of most commonly used email clients and better
then some apps people use everyday that virtually own and control access to functionality and data
on mobile devices.
I have no need to micro manage this app. I leave it to the office and the developer with wb
oversight. As for security, if I am concerned about security I will not use this app or any app or the
internet for that matter.
It is worth noting that the Rocky Mountain Zonal Forum is working on a recommendation for Chuck
C to be considered for the World Board.
Not much else to say, I am sure in September at the Assembly we will want a big chunk of time, so
please put us on the agenda for the entire morning.

RD BUDGET 2016
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CONFERENCE (TIER 3 ONLY) RD EXPENSE
HOTEL

$900

FOOD

$500

FLIGHT

$500

TOTAL

$1,900

ROCKY MOUNTAIN ZONAL FORUM 2016 JULY
TIER 1
FLIGHT

$450

HOTEL

$200

FOOD

$100

TOTAL

$750

RDA BUDGET 2015-2016

CONFERENCE
TIER 1
HOTEL

$900

FOOD

$500

FLIGHT

$500

TOTAL

$1,900

ROCKY MOUNTAIN ZONAL FORUM JULY 2016
FLIGHT

$450

HOTEL

$200

FOOD

$100

TOTAL

$750

COPIES AND MISC
TIER 1

$150

COMBINED TOTAL TIER 1

$3,400

COMBINED TOTAL TIER 3

$5,300
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IX
CNAC REPORT
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
X
CRCNA XXVII REPORT
The CRCNA planning couldn’t be moving along any better than it is right now. Every committee is on point with the timelines
given out at the beginning of the cycle. We did have a change in our H&I chair. Our chair stepped down for personal reasons
and the vice chair, Ryan B. from the Boulder Area was elected in as the new H&I chair for CRCNA XXIX. We also elected in
Don O. from the Mile High Area as the vice-treasurer (a position created by the new guidelines). According to the new
guidelines, the vice treasurer is to be elected in at the Sept. assembly. With the position coming midway through the cycle,
that was not an option, however, he will be at the September assembly for ratification and/or election for CRCNA XXX
treasurer.
The Lakeside event was a huge success! A large majority of the feedback that I have received has been extremely positive. I
have received a few complaints regarding the price of the food. I have spoken with the past two F&E Chairs and the past two
CRCNA Chairs and they all believe that the suggested donation the past couple of years was $10 for the meal. That is the
price that we went with this year as well. We decided at the April CRCNA planning meeting that we were not going to do a
flyer that would be separate from the ticket provided from Lakeside. With the benefit of hindsight, we see that we made a
mistake by not doing one. Had we had a flyer that specifically stated the price and the fact that it was a “suggested”
donation, we may have been able to avoid some of the food price confusion.
Our next event will be the Poker Run event. It will start at 10am, Saturday July 25 in Bailey CO. I did bring some flyers.
Our main speakers have been selected and their flights have been booked. We also are prepared to present our workshop
and marathon meeting topics for review today.
We have successfully filled our room block for the convention. We currently have around 295 room nights filled. This is very
exciting because it is way ahead of the time of year that we normally fill up. We are still pretty short on food and beverage
sales. If we could please get the information back to the areas that we need to announce the importance of CRCNA selling
meals. During the hotel selection process, there were two choices that met the criteria that were presented to the Mile High
Area and then the CRSC. It was an overwhelming majority at both service committee meetings to pursue the hotel that
seemed much nicer but had higher food prices. I am not sure if the lack of food sales thus far indicates a negative response
from the fellowship or simply procrastination. One way or the other, we need to get the word out that we need to sell
banquets and breakfasts. I usually try to explain that the only way our region is able to afford these convention centers is by
making a food and beverage commitment. I also usually try to include the fact that there is absolutely no markup on the
food by CRCNA. We simply have the goal of meeting our requirement while providing a service to our members.
Remember, with the approval of the new CRCNA guidelines, the administrative committee for CRCNA 30 will be up for
election at the September Assembly. Let’s all try to announce this as much as possible between now and then. This is new
and we would hate for people to miss their opportunity to serve because they did not have the correct information.
XI
COLORADO REGIONAL CAMP OUT COMMITTEE REPORT
Chair Report:
CRRMCO 4 was a successful event. The campout went as planned and I have heard lots of positive
feedback. We will be turning over a little over $700 back to CRSCNA.
We had 100 people register for the campout including a couple of newcomers that were sponsored
through the newcomer donation fund. People donated generously for this and there is over $100 left in that
fund. Hopefully next year we can encourage more newcomers to attend.
Food and merchandise committees did a great job in anticipating the needs of the campout attendees.
Remaining food and beverages were passed on to the CRCNA F&E committee for the Lakeside event. We
have a few t-shirts left over that will be available for use by future campout committees.
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We had well attended meets each day and at least 20 people went on the hike. The talent show saw a lot of
talented addicts entertaining each other.
The committee is compiling notes and suggestions for next and future year’s committees.
We did go a few dollars over in expenditures in a couple of areas and will be noting such for the next
year’s committee to consider. We also had a small unexpected charge when we needed to reschedule next
year’s campout to avoid conflicting with a CRCNA F&E event.
We will be submitting a proposal to change guidelines to increase the CRRMCO seed money from $1000 to
$1300. This is to alleviate the financial burden that some committee members currently take on to facilitate
the event until they can be reimbursed after the event is over.
Our treasurer will provide the final financial report.
Next year’s campout is scheduled for June 9th-12th at Printer Boy campground at Turquoise Lake near
Leadville CO.
Treasurer Report:
CRRMCO 2015 - Treasurer Report
Registration Sales
Campsite Rental Expense (paid one year in advance)
Firewood Expense
Beverage Sales (energy drinks)
Food & Beverage Expenses
Print & Display Expense (banner) - fliers donated
Rain Tarp (donation for future
events)

$

1,638.37
(526.00)
(175.00)
75.00
(624.10)
(118.00)
-

Subtotal

$

270.27

Subtotal

$
$
$

1,140.00
(879.01)
260.99

Total

$
$
$

151.75
146.11
829.12

$
$
$
$

3,151.23
(2,322.11)
(107.75)
721.37

Merchandise Sales
Merchandise Costs

Newcomer Donations
7th Tradition Total Revenue
Net Income

$
$
$
$
$
$

Total Revenue
Less Total Expenses
Unused Newcomer Donations (retain for next year)
Total Income for Event/Donation to Region
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Retained Seed Money
Unused Newcomer
Donations
Bank Balance After Regional
Donation

$

1,000.00

$

107.75

$

1,107.75

As multiple expenses exceeded seed money and pre-registration income I recommend that the seed money for next
year's event be increased to reduce financial pressure on the members of the subcommitte.
XII
H&I REPORT
NO REPORT SUMITTED
XIII
PI Report
PI met on the 18th with 4 in attendance. Serenity Unlimited, Off the Wall, and Southern participated.
Regional PI updates
We have a new Vice Chair. Please welcome Sammy P.
The money for Alert Magazine (school publication) has been sent in. We will have an ad and hopefully an NA article
placed by September. I will get copies of these to pass out to the area.
The money for the state fair has been sent in and online registration is live via the Regional Website. Please click on
the calendar to sign up for this event. Volunteers are still needed.
I had a chance to meet with Denver PI last month and was excited to work with the new Chair Travis. We went over
the schools project and they cut costs to make the project more affordable. Regional PI will be taking the remainder
of schools through Colorado and sending mailers to them.
The Region has asked PI to look into a phone line for the state of Colorado. More will be revealed.
Please see our proposed budget for 2016.
PI SUBCOMMITTEE

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Travel

$150.00

$150.00

$150.00

Literature

$350.00

$350.00

$350.00

Printing

$100.00

$100.00

$100.00

Mailings

$300.00

$300.00

$300.00

$100.00

$100.00

$100.00

Room Rental

$0.00

$0.00

$150.00

Food

$0.00

$0.00

$1,200.00

Professional Conferences
Literature

CO State Fair
Booth/Electric/Insurance
Literature

$1,350.00 $1,350.00 $1,350.00
$500.00

$500.00

$500.00

PI SUBCOMMITTEE TOTAL $2,850.00 $2,850.00 $4,200.00
Please note the GSR’s get to vote on what they want us to do.
I hope to keep costs down and get back to grass roots PI starting with poster days in rural communities.
Regional PI will have a 15 minute session at the assemble in September
Working on our CRCNA slot – ideas are PSA’s
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Area Reports
Serenity Unlimited is going strong with the following projects:
Table at Grand Junction, Farmers Market. Anyone interested?
Poster designs have been picked and are in production and some placed….
PSA’s are running with the GJ Nickel. They will use us as filler when space is available. Getting more designs dialed
in.
Talked to Paul Varecha, General Manager for JACKfm radio 97.7 / 104.9 about running PSA’s for NA. Jack said yes he
will run 30 sec PSA’s. Sub committee edited from TV.
Off the Wall
is starting their own phone line and may use Magic Jack. This will be a free service.
Their bus ads are still doing well.
Dave celebrated a birthday last month.
Southern
Has voted in a new PR chair. Welcome Dan.
They ae going strong with the State Fair and have been a huge help with this.
XIV
PR REPORT
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
XV
WEBMASTER REPORT
Discussion: about where to put meetings that are duplicated on 2 area meeting lists, how should they go on the regional
list. Straw pull to list duplicate meetings by geographical location rather than by area.
Can we put a button on website for groups to donate to region, makes it a lot easier for them.
The primary accomplishment has been a "complete" review and update of the Colorado Regional
Meeting List. As I made the updates I logged all the changes changes.
NA Colorado Update Log:
Meeting updates made on the 6/24/2015 meeting list. The update are simply changes made to the NA
Colorado Meeting List in order for that list to reflect what is on the most current meeting lis for each
respective area. It would be very good for the RCMs to consult with GSRs in their areas to verify the
validity of each entry on the NA Colorado Meeting List. When discrepancies are found email the
correction to the Web Servant at: nacolorado@nacolorado.org or call Pat H. at 970-539-0957
1. Meetings canceled and removed: from the NA Colorado Meeting List. These meetings
are not on the most currently posted Area Meeting Lists.
Meetings canceled, Denver Area
Sun. 2:30 PM Message of Hope - O - 1290 S Potomac St, Aurora (treatment facility)
Tues. 7:30 PM Solo Por Hoy O, D, WA, Spanish 9629 W Colfax Lakewood
Wed. 5:45 PM On The Way Home — O, D - 8081 E Orchard Rd, Greenwood Village
Thurs. 7:30 PM Sisters in Recovery - O, D, Women’s mtg - 1402 Pearl St
Friday 2:00 PM Xenia Xanadu – O, D, BEG 1510 Glen Ayr Dr, Unit 12, Lakewood (8800 West)
5:30 PM Clean Today, Here Tomorrow – O, D 647 5 Wadsworth Blvd. Arvada (3rd Floor)
6:00 PM Kickin it Clean in The Castle O, D, Y 3737 Hope Way Castle Rock (Church)
(Replaced by: Fri. 7:30 PM Clean and Crazy in Castle Rock - O,D - 3737 New Hope)
7:15 PM Clean Serene Speaker Meeting - SP, WA - 2100 N Wadsworth Blvd, Lakewood
Meetings canceled, Boulder Area
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Wed. 7:00 PM - Why Are We Here? - O, Beg, WA - 5375 Western – Boulder
Wed. 7:30 PM - NA in Nederland - 151 East Street, Nederland (Teens Building)
Sat. Noon - Clean For Today IP Study IP, O, D - 390 S Lashley Longmont
Meetings cancelled, Off The Wall Area (Northern Front Range)
Thursday 7:00 PM Loveland - Freedom Springs Group O, D 3448 North Taft Ave
Saturday 5:30 PM Loveland - Clean Serene Freaks - O, LS, WA, S 102 East 3rd St
Meetings cancelled, Pikes Peak Area
Thursday 7:30 PM - Rocky Mountain Rejects - C - Church 1140 I St, Salida
Friday 7:00 PM - Out of the Clouds Dr O, NS, WA, RF, CL - 1702 Chapel Hills
Saturday 8:00 PM - Men Getting Real - O, WA, Men - 2555 Airport Rd. Suite #103
Meetings cancelled, Southern Area
Monday 6:00 PM - Southside Survivors - OD, WA 617 W. Northern Ave. Pueblo, CO 81004
Tuesday 8:45 PM - Southside Survivors - OD, WA,TD - 617 W. Northern Ave. Pueblo, CO 81004 (every
Tue except first Tue of Mo.)
Thursday 6:30 PM – Commen Thread - O, LS 1011 Manroe Canon City, Co 81212
XVI
OLD BUSINESS
800 number – nobody brought up any oints to be discussed.
XVII
ELECTIONS
PR Coordinator, Dan B. – nominated, accepted, qualified, voted in
H&I Chair, Gene S. – nominated, accepted, qualified, voted in
XVIII
NEW BUSINESS
CRCNA workshop/marathon name list. Marathon meeting list approved, workshop meeting list approved.
Purpose of CRCNA – with guideline revisions the basket can now be passed. So, what is CRCNA about? There seems to be an
attitude of more, more, more – what is it really about? It has been almost a decade since CRCNA hasn’t been responsible.
How does region feel about the financial part of CRCNA? Erin voiced that the $$ does help further our primary purpose.
John mentioned that the amendment to guidelines allows committee to do what they want to do with basket. Ray mention
H&I literature needs is a good reason to do basket. Patty voiced need to be more sensitive about asking for money. Greg
brought up that events that don’t make money are often frowned upon, we would end up losing $$ if things done too far
out. Ty mentioned people not registering, hard to know how much is made. Allow CRCNA to decide, but what do we gain
from removing the basket. Tawni mentioned what do we do with the CRCNA funds? We carry the message to still suffering
addicts. Jake brought up that areas may be intimidated doing the convention. Leah mentions that money going on to world
helps all over the world. Dan mentions that we are unorganized, we say we are going to do one thing and we don’t, we can
only spend the money that we have resources for. Can we figure out a way to help outstanding areas? We are supposed to
help each other, maybe something less overt and still collect $$.
SEPTEMBER ASSEMPLY AGENDA
3 hr RD & RDA report
10minutes – CRCNA report
15minutes – PI report
15minutes – CNAC report
ELECTRONIC REGION DONATION – Pat is willing to do an ad-hoc on cost and availability of doing electronic donation on
website. Look at how do we make sure it is from a member group, not from an outside individual? One thing as RCM’s they
can do is direct GSR’s to the website for address. They will need to take into account fees for credit card useage.
XIX

PROPOSALS
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C R S C MEETING MINUTES
July 19, 2015
1.
Want to retain $300 until seed money can be approved.CRRMCCO asking for a $300 increase of seed money so
individuals don’t have to fund things. No opposition. See attached proposal
REVISIT PROPOSAL
Budget increase of $300 seed money for CRRMCO. Can be voted on and then ratified at assembly. Some believe it should go
back to groups first. Should we ask the RCM’s if they are comfortable voting today? This is not a budget, it is seed money.
This will be tabled until the assembly.
XIX
ENDING CRSC TREASURER REPORT
NO REPORT SUBMITTED
SEPTEMBER ASSEMBLY: 3205 N. 12th St., Grand Junction, Sept. 19th at 10am.

